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FAR OUT TOYS SHAKING UP THE TOY INDUSTRY WITH TOP BRANDS  
AND INNOVATIVE PLAY 

 
EL SEGUNDO, CA (February 13, 2019) - As the toy industry gathers for the American 
International Toy Fair, El Segundo-based Far Out Toys is making a name for itself as the 
fast-growing company capturing some of the world’s most popular licenses, forging major 
retail programs, and creating innovative play patterns – after less than just 2 years of 
operations.   
 
“Far Out Toys has grown dramatically over the past year, with a cross-category product 
range, new slate of original content and rapidly expanding distribution,” says toy industry 
veteran Keith Meggs, CEO and Founder of Far Out Toys. “With our in-house team of 
industry experts and global network of inventors and IP partners, Far Out Toys is fulfilling 
our goal to innovate to the outer reaches.” 
 
Mr. Meggs set up shop in 2017, and already has attracted multiple coveted deals with 
licensors and brand partners including NASCAR and Pocket.watch’s Ryan’s World to launch 
a diverse product line. He notes, “These major licensors recognizing the opportunity to 
partner with a smaller, motivated company, are looking for opportunities outside the cookie-
cutter approach. They’re investing in a relationship with Far Out Toys because we’re not 
only proven experts in innovation and marketing, but we’re flexible and fast-moving.” 
 
In 2019, Far Out Toys will introduce an aggressive line-up of new brands and original IP 
including NASCAR branded toys, Crash Racers vehicle sets, Pulp Heroes collectibles, the 
Far Out Squaire, Drone Slayer and Crazy Critters Games, and extending its Spin Blast 
line. Through its partnership with the massively popular Ryan ToysReview YouTube 
channel, the company will also offer Ryan’s World versions of its water play items Splash 
Out and the newly introduced Head Splat. 
 
The company’s focus on digital & social-first marketing, along with its major licensing 
partnerships, positions Far Out Toys for success with e-commerce retailers such as 
Amazon as well as with brick & mortar channels. In 2019, Far Out Toys will have robust 
retail programs with Walmart and Target, in addition to wide global distribution. 
 
About Far Out Toys: 
Far Out Toys Inc. is a new and rapidly growing force in the global toy marketplace, with 
a mission to innovate to the outer reaches. Far Out Toys leverages its expertise and 
extensive relationships with inventors, global distributors, IP holders and mass retailers to 
launch an exciting line-up of new brands including vehicles, arts & crafts, games, licensed 
collectibles, electronic toys and more, along with new original content. For more information, 
visit www.farouttoysinc.com. 
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